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Rapid application  
development
Lose the inertia - move forward at the speed of thought
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“Ideas are worth nothing unless executed.  

Execution is worth millions.” - Steve Jobs

It is one thing to have a great idea for a digital solution or product, but quite another thing to make it a reality. 
Executing your vision is often the real challenge. Organisations often have trouble aligning all stakeholders on 
the vision, engaging with IT and standing-up the range of disciplines and skills to create a compelling, scalable 
solution and then delivering at speed. Many organisations are simply not set up to build and release a new  
digital solution quickly. For one reason or another, it’s all a bit too difficult!

Is your business slow to close the gap between your aspirations and opportunities, and what you can quickly 
accomplish? Are you struggling to meet customer and business expectations in today’s technology driven world? 

Customer expectations are driving our clients to strive to improve their customer experiences through the delivery 
of customer engagement applications, whether it be loyalty scheme applications, claims submission  
applications or self-service applications. Meanwhile they are under pressure to improve internal operational 
efficiency and manage the complexities around regulation. Too much valuable time is take up with the routine. 
Clients as a result are seeking enterprise applications to address the challenges that includes, but not limited 
to, task automation, process automation, regulatory compliance management, organisational efficiency and 
customer service applications. 
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Grant Thornton’s rapid  
application development & 
hosting platform
Advances in low-code application development platforms (e.g. OutSystems and Microsoft PowerApps), data visualisation and 
intelligent automation can radically change the speed and sustainability of your digital application capabilities by bringing a 
mix of the right tools and solutions to resolve your complex business challenges and meet demanding customer expectations. 
Grant Thornton’s rapid application development & hosting service offering empowers businesses to speed digital innovation 
and transformation using a combination of data capture, data management, data analytics, data visualisation and/or  
intelligent automation services to develop next generation enterprise application solutions. 

Grant Thornton’s rapid application development & hosting service lets you choose which capabilities you require for your stage 
of your digital transformation.

01
A full end-to-end development and hosting service 
We bring people to help understand your goals, align your team, and then make it a reality. We 
combine our ‘Design thinking’ and ‘UX’ design team capabilities, agile software development and our 
hyper-automation technology stack so that you don’t need to think about anything other than what 
you want to achieve. 

02
Digital ‘Centre of Excellence’ design and build services
This takes you to the next stage when you’re ready to build your own digital development capability. 
We help you design and implement your own digital operating model, skills and capabilities, cultural 
and change management, whether you want citizen-led or central development. We will help you 
choose the right technology, or you can continue to use our development platform (see below).

03 Hyper - Automation platform services
You develop in-house using our hyper - automation platform (we can provide some additional  
resources wherever you’ve still got gaps). 
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As a registered OutSystems Partner, Grant Thornton deliver to our customer OutSystems 
enterprise application solutions hosted on an AWS cloud platform with the guarantee of 
following the best standards of security and performance available on the market.

As a registered Microsoft Gold Partner, Grant Thornton also deliver Microsoft Power 
Platform solutions to our customers, which deliver success, foster innovation and 
promote accelerated growth. Grant Thornton's deep public and private industry 
experience with the power of Microsoft cloud helps to deliver secure solutions that will 
sustain and grow as an organisation grows.

Speed
Grant Thornton’s low-code rapid application development practice offers the potential to 
‘deliver software development as much as 10 times faster than traditoinal full stack 
methods building user interfaces visually with drag and drop GUI.

Instant mobility
Build once, Grant Thornton delivered applications  scale seamlessly across mobile 
devices and omni channels, by default.

Integration
Grant Thornton’s low code application development platform makes it easy to integrate 
with third party enterprise systems, databases and cloud services through pre-built API 
connectors.

Agile development and delivery
Grant Thornton’s agile development and delivery methodology accelerates time to value 
by rapidly creating and launching applications, then enhancing and supporting them 
over time.

Benefits of Grant Thornton’s 
rapid application development 
& hosting platform
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Rapid development of enterprise application solutions focused on 
delivering data capture, data management, data analytics and 
intelligent automation capabilities.

A Platform as a Service (PAAS) model to develop and host client 
owned applications.

A Software as a Service (SAAS) model for clients to purchase 
bespoke Grant Thornton product applications.

A managed service for application support and maintenance.

The option of annual or monthly subscription pricing models for 
development, hosting and support of application solutions.

Infrastructure and application penetration testing services.

Clients with low-code application development resources e.g. application 
developers, solution architects and project managers to develop, test 
and deploy enterprise applications on client owned low code application 
platforms.

We provide: 

What we can do for you.

Grant Thornton’s rapid  
application development & 
hosting platform services
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© 2023 Grant Thornton Ireland. All rights reserved. Authorised by Chartered Accountants Ireland (CAI) to carry on 
investment business.

‘Grant Thornton’ refers to the brand under which the Grant Thornton member firms provide assurance, tax and 
advisory services to their clients and/or refers to one or more member firms, as the context requires.

Grant Thornton Ireland is a member firm of Grant Thornton International Ltd (GTIL). GTIL and the member firms are 
not a worldwide partnership. GTIL and each member firm is a separate legal entity. Services are delivered by the 
member firms. GTIL does not provide services to clients. GTIL and its member firms are not agents of, and do not 
obligate, one another and are not liable for one another’s acts or omissions.

This publication has been prepared only as a guide at the time of publication. No responsibility can be accepted by 
us for loss occasioned to any person acting or refraining from acting as a result of any material in this publication. 
Due to the changing nature of rules and regulations the information may become out of date and therefore Grant 
Thornton do not warrant the continued accuracy of the publication. (270)
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